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On the structure of boron trifluoride in liquid and supercritical phase
investigated with neutron diffraction
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The results and reverse Monte Carlo analysis of diffraction measurements of BF3 in the liquid and
supercritical state are presented. Liquid BF3 displays order only in the first coordination sphere
around the average molecule and there is no intermediate range order. Liquid BF3 is thus not a
layered liquid. Angular analysis using reverse Monte Carlo modeling shows that the dominant
structural motif in the solid state, that ofpseudotrigonal bipyramidal@312# coordination at B is
partially retained in both the liquid and supercritical phase, though in the latter, this structural
preference is greatly reduced. The structure of the supercritical phase retains the same
intermolecular contact as the liquid phase, though the structural sites and population of these sites
is much more widely distributed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The boron trihalides are prototypical Lewis acids a
have wide application as catalysts in industry and acade
chemical research. The simplicity of the molecular struct
of boron trifluoride, together with the small size of the com
ponent atoms, has ensured that BF3 has been widely studied
as an archetype for Lewis acidity.

The molecular structure of BF3 , determined by electron
diffraction in the gas phase1–3 and confirmed by spectro
scopic studies1,3–7 consists of a rigorously trigonal plana
structure ofD3h symmetry with three fluorine atoms ligatin
the central boron atom, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The boron–
fluorine distance determined in these studies isr BF

51.3133 Å, together with a fluorine–fluorine distance
r FF52.2747 Å. In the liquid state, infrared spectrosco
shows that the formally forbidden breathing mode is o
served, implying that the local symmetry of the molecule h
been perturbed, allowing the transition. In addition, the v
cosity data for liquid BF3 indicates some degree of molecul
association.8,9 However, the entropy of evaporation is n
much larger than the average for a nonassociated fluid.10

In comparison with the solid-state structures of t
heavier congeners, which adopt a layered hexagonal pac
motif with little intermolecular interactions that imply an in
termolecular Lewis acid-base interaction,11–13 the three pub-
lished structures of boron trifluoride in the solid state a
complex.14–16The structure of BF3 in the solid state at 128 K
consists of apseudotrigonal bipyramidal@312# coordinate

a!Electronic mail: jturner@atom.chem.utk.edu
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boron, forming a chain structure parallel to thec axis14 and is
shown schematically in Fig. 1~b!. This @312# coordination at
boron is found in all solid phases.

The strength of the Lewis acidity of the boron trihalid
has often been assumed to increase with the atomic num
of the halide, with BF3 being atypically weak.17 The ratio-
nale for this chemical behavior is usually based on the
sumed decreasing strength ofpp –pp interaction between
the ligating halide and the boron center with increasing
lide atomic number. This model derives mainly from a v
lence bond description and is not fully supported by qual
tive group theoretical considerations, where bonding
considered as delocalized over contributing atoms, or m
quantitative studies.18–20 Moreover, the experimental evi
dence for this trend is not uniformly supportive on clo
examination; the Lewis acidity is base dependent. Using
bond strength of the complex as a measure of Lewis ac
strength, with weak Lewis bases, the acidity of BF3 is the
highest, with BCl3 being uncomplexed in certain cases.21,22

There is debate as to the reason for the observed aci
Arguments span from the thermodynamic, where the grou
state electronic structure and the degree ofpp –pp interac-
tion between F and B is the defining factor for the observ
order and bond strength, to the kinetic where the rearran
ment of the ligating atoms at boron controls the Lewis a
strength.18,20

In order to elucidate the propensity for intermolecu
Lewis acid-base interactions in a phase with noa priori or-
dering, the liquid structure of BF3 is closely examined in the
supercritical state and just above the temperature of fusio
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the normal fluid using neutron diffraction. Other diffractio
data are also recorded at two temperatures at which
sample is liquid and one at a supercritical temperature.
structurally examining a sample where the densities are
similar magnitude to that of the solid but where there is
absence of long-range order, the degree of association
tween the molecules may be assessed. In principle, c
pletely isotropic arrangements of molecules may occur in
absence of any intermolecular interactions. Given the ob
vation of the @312# structural motif in the solid and the
spectroscopic evidence,10 there is reason to believe that the
intermolecular Lewis interactions may exist in the liqui
implying that this motif is energetically favorable. Eviden
is presented from the measurement and analysis of the
structure factor that, locally, this structural motif is inde
partially retained in the liquid state within the first coordin
tion sphere of the average molecule, but is lost or stron
decreased in the supercritical state. The analysis is u
taken using reverse Monte Carlo~RMC! modeling.23–30

II. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION THEORY
AND EXPERIMENT

A. Theory

The lack of correlation between the atomic number,Z,
and the strength of the neutron nucleus interaction ens
that neutron scattering is the premier technique for the st
tural investigation of samples which are partially or ful
composed of ‘‘light atoms,’’ i.e., those with low atomi
number.31–33

The quantity measured in a neutron diffraction expe
ment is the differential scattering cross section,ds/dV,
where

ds

dV
5

ds

dV
self

1
ds

dV
distinct

5(
a

caba
21P~Q,u!1FN~Q!,

~1!

P(Q,u) is the inelastic contribution,FN(Q) is the total
structure factor arising from the ‘‘distinct scattering’’ contr
bution, ca is the atomic concentration andba the scattering
length of isotopea.34 FN(Q) is related to the Faber–Zima
partial structure factors,Sab(Q) by the following equation:

FIG. 1. The molecular structure of BF3 in the gas phase~Refs. 1–3! ~a! and
in the solid state~Ref. 9! ~b!, together with the structure of BBr3 in the solid
state.
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5
1

~(acaba!2 (ab
cabacbbb@Sab~Q!21#. ~2!

The Fourier transform of any structure factor yields t
associated radial distribution function,Gtotal(r ), which is the
sum of the respective atom–atom correlation functio
gab(r ), each weighted by concentration and the bound
herent scattering length of the atomic species.Stotal(Q) is
related to the total radial distribution functionGtotal(r ) by the
following equation:

Stotal~Q!511
4pr

Q E
0

`

rdr ~G~r !21!sin~Qr !. ~3!

GBF3
(r ) is shown in Eq.~4! with the appropriate weight-

ing for each partial pair correlation function

GBF3
~r !50.079gBB~r !10.405gBF~r !10.517gFF~r !.

~4!

From Eq.~4!, it is evident that the total structure factor
dominated bygBF(r ) and gFF(r ). The measurement of th
total structure factor is, therefore, the most appropri
method to investigate the structure of the liquid, given t
weighting constants for this system.

B. Experiment

1. Sample handling and preparation
11BF3 was purchased from Ozark Fluorine and us

without further purification. Mass spectroscopic measu
ments estimated the10B concentration to be;0.35% and the
sample also contained a small amount of hydrocarbon c
tamination. Using a Monel/316 SS high vacuum line35

2.368g~0.034 mol! of 11BF3 was condensed into a volume
calibrated, null-scattering sample container,36 constructed
from titanium–zirconium alloy, under high vacuum an
sealed. The sample cell volume was found to be 3.11 cm23.
Pressure in the sample container was autogenous and, t
fore, controlled through the temperature of the sample.
lient thermodynamic data for BF3 are shown in Table I.

2. Diffraction experiments

Diffraction experiments were performed on Glass Liqu
and Amorphous Materials Diffractometer37 at the IPNS facil-
ity at Argonne National Laboratory. Data sets were collec
at 30062 K, 26662 K, 25362 K, 20362 K, and at 15362
K over a Q range of 0.3–40 Å. The neutron diffraction da
were corrected for container scattering, attenuation, abs
tion, multiple scattering, and inelastic scattering using st
dard analysis procedures.38 Because there was a sma
amount of hydrocarbon present in the sample, initially t
300 K data was constrained in the first peak of the real sp
data to give a coordination number of 3.0060.10 F atoms
around a single boron atom. Integration ofgab(r ) gives the
coordination number of atomsa aroundb atoms between
two distances,r 1 and r 2 :
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nb
a~r !54pcarE

r 1

r 2
gab~r !r 2dr, ~5!

wherer corresponds to the atomic number density.39

In order to satisfy this coordination number constrai
the number density of the sample at 300 K was adjusted.
remaining data sets were corrected by constraining osc
tions at highQ in SBF3

(Q) to match that of the 300 K data b
adjusting the number density at each different state point,
effective number densities for each data set are reporte
Table I. This constraint was verified by the coordinati
number of the B–F peak in the real space transformation
each data set. The coordination numbers are 3.0160.10, 3.03
60.10, 3.0060.10, and 2.9560.10 in 266, 253, 206, and 15
K data sets, respectively.

III. RESULTS

The corrected diffraction data at the five experimen
temperatures for11BF3 are shown in Fig. 2~a!, with the as-
sociated real space radial distribution functions in Fig. 2~b!,
shown as 4pr rGBF3

(r ) wherer is the density~Table I!. In
order to analyze the data in a more quantitative man
RMC modeling was undertaken using a system of 1000
ron atoms and 3000 fluorine atoms, constrained to satisfy

FIG. 2. ~a! Total structure factor:~i! SBF3
(Q) at 153 K ~ii ! SBF3

(Q)11 at
203 K ~iii ! SBF3

(Q)12 at 253 K ~iv! SBF3
(Q)13 at 266 K and~v!

SBF3
(Q)14 at 300 K. The circles are the data and the line is the smoot

fit to the data.~b! Total distribution function:~i! 4pr rGBF3
(r) at 153 K,~ii !

4pr rGBF3
(r)12 at 203 K, ~iii ! 4prrGBF3

(r)14 at 253 K, ~iv!

4pr rGBF3
(r)16 at 266 K and~v! 4pr rGBF3

(r)18 at 300 K.

TABLE I. Thermodynamic values for BF3 .

TM /K 146 TB /K 173
Tcritical /K 260.8 Pcritical /MPa 26.55

p(T)a/kPa
T/K 153 203 253 266 300
p 18.57 700.03 5152.90 7534.95 17113.57

r(T)b/atoms1 Å23

T/K 15362 20362 25362 26662 30062
r 0.042 0.037 0.030 0.025 0.023

aCalculatedvia lg P54.692 152(663.463/T230.795).
bEffective density.
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neutronically determined densities and the structurally de
mined intramolecular constraints of distance and coordi
tion number.

RMC modeling has been widely used for the interpre
tion of disordered systems.23,40–47RMC generates a possibl
configuration that is consistent with the data,23,24,48and this
model is often assumed to be the most disordered struc
that is consistent with the data.49 There is debate about th
precise physical meaning of an RMC model, given that wh
such a molecular configuration is used to calculate therm
dynamic properties, the energies that are calculated are o
high. However, if the assertion that the structure of the RM
model is one of the most disordered consistent with the d
is correct, then structure evolved in the RMC model must
required in order to fit the observed data. It should
stressed that RMC gives one possible configuration and
this configuration is not unique. RMC fits to the total stru
ture factor at 300 and 153 K are shown in Fig. 3~a! and the
RMC extracted partial structure factors,SBB(Q), SBF(Q),
SFF(Q), are shown, respectively, in Figs. 3~b!–3~d!.

IV. DISCUSSION

As the diffraction patterns and pair correlation functio
contain contributions from both the intra- and intermolecu
structure, the discussion of the data and associated real s
functions is divided into the intramolecular structure and
intermolecular structure. Figure 4~a! shows the intramolecu
lar portion of GBF3

(r ), the associated contribution to th
diffraction pattern from each intra-molecular partial structu
factor is shown in Figs. 4~b!–4~d!.

A. Radial intramolecular structure

The radial molecular structure is easily identified in F
4~a!, with the boron–fluorine and fluorine–fluorine intram
lecular vectors apparent at 1.3260.02 Å and 2.2960.02 Å,
respectively, and is consistent with the presence of a th

d

FIG. 3. ~a! Total structure factor~i! SBF3
(Q)12 at 300 K and~ii ! SBF3

(Q)
153 K. ~b! BB partial structure factor generated from RMC~i! SBB(Q)12 at
300 K and~ii ! SBB(Q) at 153 K, ~c! BF partial structure factor generate
from RMC ~i! SBF(Q)12 at 300 K and~ii ! SBF(Q) at 153 K,~d! FF partial
structure factor SFF~Q) generated from RMC~i! SFF(Q)11 at 300 K and~ii !
SFF(Q) at 153 K.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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coordinate boron atom withD3h symmetry, when the FBˆ F
angle is calculated from the distances shown in Fig. 4.
each temperature the intra-molecular bond distances
identical, showing no temperature dependence of b
length. Also of note are the sharply defined minima in all t
data at 2.5560.09 Å. This distance corresponds with the r
dius of BF3 calculated from the density and assuming
isotope effect on the structure from boron-11 (r density

52.53 Å).
D3h symmetry is known to be lowered both comput

tionally and experimentally upon complex formation.50–62

Given that the infrared spectroscopic studies on wea
bound systems show a lengthening ofr BF in all cases, the
measurements presented here at all temperatures show
tance which is in accord with the unperturbed molecule. T
can be interpreted qualitatively as indicating that any ax
interaction in the liquid and the supercritical fluid is we
and if the molecule is structurally perturbed by this intera
tion, then the perturbation of the molecule that is below
sensitivity of these diffraction measurements. This interp
tation is additionally supported by infrared measurement
the liquid phase, which show no indication of strong dim
formation,10 the spectrum of the dimer having been record
from matrix isolation experiments.63,64The infrared spectrum
of the solid shows the presence of they1 breathing mode,
which is forbidden for a purelyD3h molecule,5,10,65a result
which allowed the prediction of B̄ F¯B bonds in solid BF3
prior to the x-ray structural determination.65 The infrared
spectrum recorded from the liquid phase also shows the p
ence of this band. Environmentally induced changes in tr
sitions have been observed before, especially on chan
phase from, for example, the solution phase to the solid s
where degeneracies are often raised due to a lowerin
local symmetry; the appearance of forbidden bands is r

FIG. 4. Intramolecular structure comparison, RMC~solid lines! and data
~circles!, ~a! Total pair correlation function~i! GBF3

(r )11 at 300 K and~ii !
GBF3

(r ) at 153 K, ~b! Intramolecular structure factor multiplied byQ for

clarity ~i! Q3SBF3

intra(Q)11 at 300 K and~ii ! Q3SBF3

intra(Q) at 153 K, ~c!

Intramolecular BF partial structure factor~i! Q3SBF
intra(Q)11 at 300 K and

~ii ! Q3SBF
intra(Q) at 153 K and~d! Intramolecular FF partial structure facto

~i! Q3SFF
intra(Q)11 at 300 K and~ii ! Q3SFF

intra(Q) at 153 K.
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been used to determine the mechanism of the ingressio
forbidden bands, admittedly in very different systems.66–68

B. Radial intermolecular structure

The contribution of the intermolecular structure to t
diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 5~a! with the real space
counterpart shown in Fig. 5~b!. From the RMC model that
best fits the data, the partial structure factors and the ass
ated pair correlation functions can be extracted, and these
shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively.

The greatest change occurs with the boron–fluorine
the fluorine–fluorine pair correlation functions, whereas
boron–boron pair correlation function remains almost u
changed with physical state; given that the interaction
tween molecules will most probably involve a B–F intera
tion, the changes in both fluorine pair correlation functions
unsurprising. The diffraction pattern for the two supercritic
state points is also dominated by the limit behavior ofS(Q),
i.e., that

lim
Q→0

S ds

dV D5S (
i

bi D 2

kBTrxT , ~6!

where kB is Boltzman’s constant andxT is the isothermal
compressibility in accord with other neutron diffraction e
periments on supercritical fluids.69–72

It is clear from the total intermolecular pair correlatio
function that the liquid is more structured than the supercr
cal fluid as the distribution of sites in the supercritical fluid
far broader. The population of sites is also more equal and
differences in spatial distribution of sites and the populat
of these sites in the supercritical fluid is smoother than in
liquid; this is in accord with the conventional picture of th
structure of a gas, though the density of a supercritical fl
is greater than a normal gas. With the increase in den
there must necessarily be an increase in structure. Howe
the intermolecular contact remains almost identical in b
phases, though the occupancy of this closest contact is m

FIG. 5. Intermolecular structure comparison, RMC~solid lines! and data
~circles!. ~a! Intermolecular structure factor~i! SBF3

inter(Q)11 at 300 K and~ii !

SBF3

inter(Q) at 153 K and~b! Intermolecular pair distribution function~i!

GBF3

inter(r )11 at 300 K and~ii ! GBF3

inter(r ) at 153 K.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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lower in the supercritical fluid. The liquid and supercritic
phases are not simply the same structure, scaled accordi
the density—there are significant changes both in the oc
pied structural sites and the population of these sites whe
the closest intermolecular contact remains the same.

The diffraction pattern and in particular, the first sha
diffraction peak, also shows that liquid BF3 is not a layered
liquid,73,74 in contrast to assertions made from thermod
namic measurements.75 The liquid does show structure in th
first coordination sphere, which is detailed below in the d
cussion of the angular structure extracted from the RM
model and which implies a disposition for some quasicop
nar orientational preference of the BF3 planes in the first
coordination sphere only. There is no evidence for interm
diate range order, which, for the purposes of this discuss
constitutes the definition of a layered liquid.

Figure 7~a~i!! shows the difference in structure betwe
the liquid state and the supercritical state, whe
4pr rGBF3

153 K(r )24pr rGBF3

300 K(r ) is shown. The major dif-

ference is the removal of structure in the first coordinat
sphere. Figure 7~a~ii !! is shown for comparison and show
4pr rGBF3

266 K(r )24pr rGBF3

300 K(r ), i.e., difference between

the two supercritical states. In this case, the change is s
ture is far less and shows that the site distribution and
occupancy is more even in the supercritical state, as
pected. Figure 7~b! shows the difference in RMC partial pa
distribution functions,Dgab(r )5gab

153 K(r )2gab
300 K(r ).

C. Angular intermolecular structure

The radial structure of the fluid is directly observab
from the Fourier transform of the diffraction data. As wi

FIG. 6. RMC generated partial structure factors,Sab(Q), for BF3 , with the
solid line representing the supercritical fluid at 300 K and the circles re
senting the liquid phase at 153 K,~a! SBB(Q), ~b! SBF(Q) and~c! SFF(Q).
RMC generated pair distribution functions,gab(r ), for BF3 , with the solid
line representing the supercritical fluid at 300 K and the circles represen
the liquid phase at 153 K,~d! gBB(r ), ~e! gBF(r ), and~f! gFF(r ).
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any sample that displays macroscopic angular invarian
there is no angular data that is directly measurable. Howe
from the RMC model best fit to the data, it is possible
extract angular information from the model, with the sam
caveats as stated above for the reliability of the phys
picture of a RMC model. In order to visualize the angu
structure from the RMC model, two sets of angular distrib
tions were extracted from the model. Figure 8 shows
angles, distances and constraints that were used as pa
eters.

u was either fixed at 90610° or left unconstrained;a and
b were then varied in 1° increments from 0° to 180°, and
number of boron or fluorine atoms at the intramolecu
boron–fluorine bond distance were counted. This extrac
was then performed at steps of 0.560.25 Å alongr BF or r FB

~Fig. 8!, giving a picture of the angular distributions in 1/2
shells around the average molecule. This type of extrac
was performed on the lowest temperature data at 153
when BF3 is liquid, and at 300 K, in the supercritical stat
The angular extractions and the parameters are collecte
Table II.

The results of these angular extractions are shown
Figs. 9 and 10. Figures 9~a! and 9~b! show the unconstrained

-

g

FIG. 7. Intermolecular differences for~a! total pair distribution functions
where D4pr rGBF3

X (r )54pr rGBF3

X K(r )24pr rGBF3

300 K(r ) ~i!

D4pr rGBF3

153 K(r ) and~ii ! D4pr rGBF3

153 K(r ) and~b! RMC extracted partials

where Dgab(r )5gab
153 K(r )2gab

300 K(r ) ~i! DgBB(r ), ~ii ! DgBF(r ), and ~iii !
DgFF(r ).

FIG. 8. Salient angles for nearest neighbor interactions between two3

molecules used as structural parameters for the extracted RMC fit to the
giving the angular distribution of~a! the BFB triplet and~b! the FBF triplet.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 29 Ma
TABLE II. Parameters for the angular extractions from theRMC models of BF3 .

Extraction r BF r FB a b q

BFB constrained 2.5<r BF<6.5 ¯ 0<a<180 ¯ 90610°
unconstrainedBFB unconstrained 2.5<r BF<6.5

FBF constrained ¯ 2.5<r FB<6.5 ¯ 0<b<180 90610°
unconstrainedFBF unconstrained 2.5<r FB<6.5
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BFB triplets for the normal fluid and supercritical fluid, re
spectively, and Figs. 9~c! and 9~d! show the same for the
FBF triplet. Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show the constrained
BFB triplets for the normal fluid and supercritical fluid, re
spectively, and Figs. 10~c! and 10~d! show the constrained
FBF triplets in a similar manner.

At the longest distances examined around the aver
molecule, i.e., beyond the first coordination sphere, in b
the supercritical and normal fluid, the angular distribution
isotropic, i.e., there is no net angular distribution. This sho
that any ordering in the liquid and supercritical fluid is co
fined to the first coordination sphere of the molecule and
there is no layering or intermediate range order.

D. The BFB triplet in the normal
and supercritical fluid

The constrained BFB triplet@Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!# ex-
amines the axial coordination of the average BF3 molecule
with a fluorine atom in the molecular nearest neighbor. T
triplet shows a disinct preference for coordination axially
r 2004 to 160.36.157.60. Redistribution subject to AIP
ge
h
s
s

at

s
t

both state points and this preference decreases asr BF in-
creases. Moreover, this structural preference is far more
dent in the normal fluid; it is unsurprising that the structu
of the supercritical fluid is less dependent on this interacti
At all temperatures there is a significant isotropic comp
nent, the limits of which are constrained by the steric imp
sition of the proximity of the average molecule at the p
ticular distance. However, it is evident then that the ax
@312# coordination in the solid is retained in the first coo
dination sphere, though, at both state points, there is al
significant proportion of the molecules that display no orie
tational preference. The distances for the axial ligation o
in the crystal structure are found at 2.78–2.85 Å.16

Once the distance between the B atom in the aver
molecule and the extracted FB atom pair becomes suffic
that isotropic orientation becomes sterically possible, p
;3.75 Å, a proportion of the molecules assume this dispo
tion, over which an axial contribution is also added. In t
supercritical fluid, this is far less apparent.
t

FIG. 9. Unconstrained triplet counts
for BF3 at 153 and 300 K showing the
angle between different molecules a
r BF andr FB intermolecular distances in
steps of 0.5 Å.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. Constrained~with respect to
u in Fig. 8! triplet counts for BF3 at
153 and 300 K showing the angle be
tween different molecules atrBF and
rFB intermolecular distances in step
of 0.5 Å.
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E. The FBF triplet in the normal and supercritical fluid

At the closest distance that the interaction between
average molecule and the nearest neighbor, a dual dist
tion is observed, reflecting the tilted nature of the molecu
The double maximum is observed due to the presence ofexo

and Fendo, as illustrated in Fig. 11.
This distribution reoccurs in the extraction at 4.25

with the distribution between these two distances showin
quasi-isotropic distribution. Beyond this distance from th
average molecule, the distribution is smooth and beco
isotropic. A diagram of the angular distribution at the ma
mum number density with distance is shown in Fig. 12.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Liquid and supercritical boron trifluoride both displa
orientational structure within the first coordination sphe
The structural motif, present in all phases of the solid str
ture, is retained in the liquid to some extent. It is clear t
the intermolecular Lewis acid-base interaction is favorable
the liquid, showing that competition between the interm
lecular F–Bp-donation is competitive with the intramolecu
lar F̄ B interaction. However, given that this is structura
evident, it is clear that the intramolecular pp–pp interaction
is not sufficient to prevent intermolecular F̄B Lewis acid-
base interactions in the absence ofa priori orientational con-
straints, implying that the Lewis acidity of BF3 is not solely
a function of the valence bond intramolecular F–B pp–pp
donation. There is also no evidence of a dimeric structur
the liquid state.
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The supercritical fluid also displays a slight orientation
interaction between molecules in the first coordinati
sphere; moreover, the intramolecular contact in the su
critical phase is identical to that observed in the liquid. T
supercritical phase is characterized by a wider distribution
sites in real space than the liquid and the population of th
sites is also far more even than the normal fluid. According
a model of the supercritical state that is either entirely u
structured, by analogy with a perfect gas, or is simply
liquid structure scaled by the density is not supported
these measurements.

We, therefore, conclude that liquid BF3 is partially asso-
ciated on a local scale i.e. a scale that spans the first coo
nation sphere, in a manner reminiscent of the crystal str
tures. Though the fluid is isotropic beyond this distance,
far as can be determined by diffraction experiments, the
teractions within the first coordination sphere clearly dom
nate the behavior of the liquid. We note that accurate a

FIG. 11. Axial BF3 intermolecular interactions.
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elegant thermodynamic measurements by Calado have
interpreted on the basis that liquid BF3 is a ‘‘layered liquid,’’
a structural model that is refuted by these measuremen
the definition of a layered liquid is that conventionally us
in discussions of liquid structures and implies intermedi
range order. However, there is some degree of ordering in
first coordination sphere. Calado’s supposition, even tho
classical thermodynamics is formally ignorant of the stru
ture of matter, is intuitive as, in the absence of any lo
range forces, the dominating interaction is that between n
est neighbors, the angular and radial disposition of wh
imply a preferment for apseudo-planar disposition of mol-
ecules not only in the first coordination sphere.
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